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1: Risorgimento in Modern Italian Culture: Revisiting the Nineteenth-century - Google Books
The Lincoln Assassination Riddle: Revisiting the Crime of the Nineteenth Century (True Crime History) [Frank J.
Williams, Michael Burkhimer] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Most Americans are
aware that their sixteenth president was mortally wounded by a man named Booth at a Washington theater in April

If not, you can review the details here. But the reason that you know this story is also why it remains relevant
today: Circulations skyrocketed from a combined total of one million in to five million in Whereas in there
were 3, periodicals printed in France, within ten years that already sizable number had tripled. The
proliferation of the mass press had an immediate effect on the French public, especially those in Paris. As
historian Vanessa Schwartz has demonstrated, newspapers changed the way that city dwellers related to each
other, allowing readers to feel as if they were part of a social community, reading about the same things,
interested in the same stories. It was in the midst of this subtle yet profound transformation of the urban social
fabric that the arrest of Captain Dreyfus became the Dreyfus Affair. Dreyfus would not be exonerated for
another ten years. This was largely because, with the help of the mass press, the Dreyfus Affair pitted facts
against feelings, turning marginal flames of hate into a raging anti-Semitic fire. Guess which side sells more
papers? In doing so, it created an addicted readership primed for daily controversy. The ingredients for the
perfect media storm were now at the ready. The illustrated version of the newspaper rejoiced in full page
meme-like cartoons on its covers. When anti-Dreyfusards created an official looking poster in declaring
Dreyfus a traitor, replete with photographs of government ministers making statements to that effect,
Dreyfusards responded precisely in kind. And thus the most polarizing controversy of the modern era took its
intractable shape, with each side doubling down on their version of the truth. But how to tell the difference, in
what must have felt like a brave new journalistic world? How to distinguish between fact and fiction,
equalized with the proper fonts and technological flourishes? The camera was a still new technology,
especially for newspapers, and readers were inclined to trust its veracity. It was time for the French to learn
that the camera does lie sometimes. So what was the public to do? Buy more newspapers of course, devour
any details to confirm the accuracy of their side, and fly into a blistering rage when faced with the opposition.
Images from newspapers show happy families descending into chaos at the mention of Captain Dreyfus. The
side of truth had spilled the most ink in the endâ€”through long treatises, full published volumes, and tedious
records of the trials and legal proceedings. The facts can be boring, sometimes. But if truth ultimately won the
media war that was the Dreyfus Affair, it was a Pyrrhic victory at best. For more on the extensive visual
record of the Dreyfus Affair, see Norman L. U of California Press, For more on the late nineteenth-century
mass press and its impact on Parisian society, see Vanessa Schwartz, Spectacular Realities: She is the author
of Having it All in the Belle Epoque: She is currently at work on a book examining transgender identity in the
nineteenth century.
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Studies, Volume 20, Number 1, June , pp. (Article).

Benjamin had left Germany for France in the s and fled Paris in June of that year, narrowly escaping arrest.
Despite having safely managed to cross the border into Spain, he wrongly believed that he was going to be
turned back by the Spanish government and chose to take a fatal overdose of morphine rather than risk being
handed over to the Nazis. His Marxist analyses of history, art, and the rise of fascism left an enduring mark on
20th-century thought. He also left behind a less-studied and unfinished opus devoted to 19th-century Paris
known as the Arcades Project. The work gets its name from the architectural features that inspired Benjamin,
and which for him embodied early capitalismâ€”the glass-and-steel arcades that sprung up around Paris in the
later 19th century. Parisians, rich and poor, flocked to the shops and cafes of these covered passageways. They
became emblematic urban spaces of the period, ripe with social, cultural, and artistic significance. To study
them, Benjamin abandoned a linear, academic approach. For curator Jens Hoffmann, the genesis of the project
was at least partially personal. The Arcades Project forms the conceptual backbone that brings these artists
into dialogue with each other, with Benjamin, and with Paris of the 19th century. For Hoffmann, the
significance of the Arcades Project lies less in its analysis of 19th-century France than in its astuteâ€”and
eerily relevantâ€”insights about modern life more generally. These first meccas of consumerism, where
Parisians went to stroll, covet, purchase, and above all, observe each other, have an obvious analogue in the
American shopping mall. A portrait by Cindy Sherman stands in for the bourgeois obsession with collecting in
the 19th century. The show, however, also looks to forge other bonds between the Arcades Project and
contemporary life. Its arcane and elliptical structure foreshadows the epistemological consequences of a world
dominated by Google searches and a flood of decontextualized information. And some of the most interesting
convolutes are those whose choice of artwork is predicated on the dissonance of difference within these
similarities. These decrepit structures testify not merely to the persistence of capitalism, but also to its pitfalls.
Neither the differences nor the similarities that these works of art illuminate between the 19th, 20th, and 21st
centuries offer any comfort. Rather, they insist that any enjoyment of the works of art in the exhibition rests on
the recognition of the painful truths revealed by the logic of their display. The piece is perfectly
self-referential: Taken alone, one might say that Ulrichs mechanically reproduced image redeems the work of
art against mechanical reproduction. In order to instigate that discussion, it constructs a particular world.
Everyone can be the constructor of his or her own world. We have to keep going forward, keep working at the
ways we construct our world and our knowledge. Hope lies in confronting these issues through the
transformative experience of looking at art.
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The Internet century is awesome, even for the healthcare community. The norms and practices of the past have been
replaced with faster and more efficient ways of helping patients around the world. The approach to medicine and taking
care of patients was vastly differently from how it is today.

A politics of the common: By exploring literary and artistic influences I show that the movement embody
neither a force of pure politics nor of aesthetic policing but a contentious outworking of a new conception of
public space. Indeed, the longer histories and diverse geographies of re claiming commons can be thought of
as a counter-current, or series of eruptive counter-currents, to the definition of private property in political
economy and in law. However, thinking this way suggests commons as a binary opposite to enclosure - a
polarity I suggest is problematically reductive. Fresh articulations of the commons rely on the claims of earlier
movements, but they rework claims, imagery and political agendas such that they perform a different spatial
work, sometimes even producing new forms of regulation and containment. In scholarship, rather than being
regarded a universal given, I suggest that the commons must be understood through fine-grained studies which
show up continuities, as well as discontinuities, within its mobilisation. In this chapter I show how revisiting
the late nineteenth century Open Spaces movement through concepts of aesthetics can develop such nuance,
whilst also opening new opportunities for politics. The Open Spaces movement was an alliance of
organisations who shared objections to the pace and extent of urban development which accompanied
economic liberalisation. My study of the activities of one of these organisations - the Commons Preservation
Society CPS - illustrates how the re claiming of commons is performed through constant efforts to frame and
reframe open spaces in aesthetic terms. Such acts of claiming entail the production of new kinds of boundaries
and spatial policing as much as the contestation of encroaching forms of enclosure. Such rearticulations
demand significant labour in order to avoid simply reiterating class divisions, nostalgic longings, or dominant
aesthetic sensibilities, or else they mobilise symbols and motifs which resonate between classes and orders.
The common forms a horizon-line before and beyond specific spatial claims; it is a condition of belonging
which exceeds group belonging and recalls instead the shared ontological conditions of human mortality. Such
horizons cannot be captured - instead they haunt us. It is this haunting, especially as it invokes or characterises
artistic forms of experimentation, which I shall suggest provides a vehicle for egalitarian politics in the
present. In his early work this meant developing a commitment to the specificities of movements and the
biographies of key protagonists within his approach to social history. Like the sans-papiers movement of
undocumented migrants in France in the early s, this means laying claim to social visibility and space in such a
way that social roles and hierarchies are dramatically disrupted. It is here that the reason for focusing upon the
aesthetic becomes clear. Making this connection also helps scholarship to move beyond a mere diagnosis and
therefore reiteration of class inequalities. In terms of commons, disagreement can therefore be regarded an
aesthetic act of occupation. The re claiming of commons is acted out in relation to felt worlds, through the
appeal to artistic and literary sensibilities, because these are able to embody what has been forced to the
margins of what can be seen and heard of the social world. Such claims cannot take place outside historical
contexts, from which disagreement emerges, or without artistic tools and registers. Many members of the
Open Spaces movement, for example, shared common literary and artistic influences in the Romantic painters
and poets, especially in the ways these were being applied to social ideas by John Ruskin and William Morris.
On the other hand, such movements did establish conditions for dissent which had a lasting effect on the ways
that public space and the public realm are articulated in political terms. From this perspective the CPS
embodied neither a force of pure politics nor of aesthetic policing; instead they illustrate the contentious
outworking of a new conception of public space. In the first section I review existing accounts of the CPS in
these terms, highlighting aspects of material and aesthetic struggle which have been overlooked. In the
following two sections I then draw archival material to point beyond an analysis which limits politics to class
dynamics. Although class remains an important analytical axis, I highlight shared religious, scientific and
aesthetic sensibilities that also configured new social unities and affiliations. In particular, I draw attention to
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the new ways that the CPS construct mechanisms for political disagreement within contexts where religion
and traditional forms of authority were in decline, and environmental transformations were fast-paced. Finally,
studying how claims and allies were assembled by the CPS will demonstrate the importance of identifying
common problems within historical claims to space, rather than valorising common solutions. The Commons
Preservation Society: Brokers of the public good? The tensions surrounding the commons and its relation to
liberty were felt especially in London, where liberal economics was quickly corresponding to reduced degrees
of spatial freedom. George Shaw-Lefevre, the first Baron Eversley, was a key figure in the movement, and it
was in his chambers in the Inner Temple on July 19th that the Society was inaugurated. Baron, or Lord,
Eversley,! Entering Parliament in , Eversley had become a prominent member of the radical group of Liberal
MPs intent on reshaping the party for social reform in the context of the liberalisation of the corn trade
Williams Leading up to the repeal of the Corn Laws in , Parliament had been dominated by debates between
well-represented land- owners on the one hand, struggling to keep existing limitations on imports to ensure the
premium value of their agricultural crops, and new industrialists on the other, keen to open up the markets and
force down the cost of labour Waller Eversley and his allies, including J. Without rejecting the liberal ideas of
individual ownership, they conceived of collective forms of ownership, through which recreational land and
cultural heritage could be protected from development, whilst also enshrining moral limits to the pursuit of
individual gain. Of course, concern over waning forms of common life was not new in the s. This process
continued into the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, although in the s social movements were no
longer responding primarily to the conversion of agrarian land into private property. Instead the principal
concern was the open land on the fringes of Manor estates, which was being sold off for large urban building
projects. The Act laid out a regulation process requiring Parliamentary sanction Baker and stipulated that, for
commons near larger towns, allotments and field gardens must also be provided. However, between and , ,
acres of common land were enclosed under approved orders, while only acres were allocated for public
purposes Eversley ; Williams Historical enclosure within this context must be understood as a complex
process, involving competing claims to conservation, protection, and rights. For example, although the
General Inclosure Act is often perceived as part of the process of establishing the well-ordered Victorian
public park, the measures introduced were mainly deployed to slow down the new waves of building works
making use of former! There was a particular incentive for the upper classes to enclose during the s and s, with
the import of large quantities of American wheat making the repeal of the Corn Laws finally tangible through
a rapid decline in property values. Meanwhile, experimental alternatives have always been multiple, fractured
and various, and have often been accompanied by new kinds of spatial policing or unevenness. Whilst
acknowledging the importance of symbolic acts, Blomley highlights the way that power relations are always
materialised through things like fences, contracts and closed television cameras, which are also always subject
to alternative uses see also Brown ; Winner Thus, hedges were part of the spatial alienation of people from the
land, but hedges could also be broken, used for firewood, hijacked by diverse eco-systems, and materially
renegotiated for continued access. From its inception the CPS was characterised by both conservative and
radical progressive tendencies. This tension is one reason that scholars have struggled to describe the CPS in
terms of its class relations. Macmaster indicts the Parliament-led! Yet such scholarship downplays the radical
reading of common and customary rights in the activities of the CPS, and their role in stimulating popular
dissent. It can also miss changes in popular sentiment across time. However, Mousehole Heath was one of the
public parks whose regulated preservation the CPS eventually successfully advocated, with the support of
local commoners. Ben Cowell , for example, underlines the continuation of a radical tradition of direct action
in the CPS, describing the fence-break they orchestrated in to defend Berkhampsted Common in
Hertfordshire. Such actions evidence the formation of social solidarities and the transcendence of usual class
divisions. In the following section I treat two important themes which open up the politics of the common in
this way: Common sensibilities Commons and property The tactics employed by the CPS made use of
loop-holes within existing enclosure legislation to remove the grounds upon which wealthy land-owners could
claim rights to fence in and sell off their land. Dispute focused on the Statute of Merton, a legal instrument
created as a form of compromise between Henry III and the barons of England in Eversley , ; Hunter This
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statute, which formed the! It was also the legal foundation upon which the aristocracy of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries asserted their right to enclose Neeson Eversley did not object to the enclosures of his
day because they enclosed, but because they supported private gain over his passion: More is in play here than
a simple reversal. The strategic redeployment of the Statute of Merton this way was heavily influenced by
ideas of property and rights which had been developing through the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Before the sixteenth century, property had been imagined as a bundle of overlapping and often non-exclusive
rights and obligations Thirsk Ideas of property and of ownership were linked with Manorial boundaries and
land deeds, although boundaries were constantly being renegotiated in relation to local customs and practice.
Individual property, henceforth, was to be understood as a natural right that arises! However, individuals who
fail to produce value have no claim to property. For members of the CPS, these underlying principles of an
adolescent liberalism were not exactly in question. The notion of communal, or public, ownership was their
solution to the excesses of personal acquisition and environmental degradation which were becoming more
apparent. The effects of liberal industrialisation were being rejected, in such cases, rather than its ontology. In
the case of the Open Spaces movement, the concept of public ownership depends crucially on developing
ideas of private ownership. However it also prompted lords of manors to rush ahead to enclose, beginning
with Hampstead Heath. The battle for Hampstead Heath was concluded successfully in , and was followed by
protracted campaigns for commons, and later forests, including Wimbledon , Wandsworth , Plumstead ,
Tooting Graveney , Epping Forest , Ashdown and Berkhamsted This sequence of interventions reflected a
steady coalescence of the authority of the CPS to reshape the English countryside, especially on the fringes of
cities. It also led to the development of a firm process to secure the intended outcomes. In each case the central
CPS working-group would bring a planned enclosure to local public attention, raising the issue in national
papers and developing interest for a local CPS group. A local resident with sufficient influence and funds often a personal friend of Eversley - would then be prevailed upon to bring a legal challenge against the lord
of the manor, while public events were organised to rally the masses. CPS advocates usually ensured that the
subsequent cases were heard in the Chancery rather than Common Law courts, since the discretionary
authority of an equity court offered them a greater chance of success Eversley This was achieved through a
quasi-mythical appeal to past natures. Public pleasure could consequently be deemed more worthy than private
pleasure, but also more likely to result in enduring yield. Yet this publicly owned land was not wild,
unmanaged land, and public pleasure did not entail unregulated social conduct. In keeping with its social
function to inspire and raise aspirations it was to be characterised by strict ordering and moral codes. Of
course this interpretation was neither uniform nor uncontested, as I shall aim to show. This led to an apparent
sense of contradiction, since the socionature supported and advocated by the CPS was characterised by
fencing, law, management and measurement, while ostensibly protecting reserves of wilderness from urban
development. Greed, sexual licentiousness and degraded environments were all read as signs of this
ambiguous potential, notwithstanding the very different risks they posed to social stability. Rather than view
Open Spaces either as the spatial imaginary of bourgeois control or of prefigurative labour politics we need,
therefore, to understand the complexity of social tensions which set the aesthetic coordinates for new kinds of
spatial claiming. The apparent contradictions in the aesthetics of Open Spaces reflect shifts in scientific and
religious sensibilities and different collective efforts to renegotiate the stakes for common life. The reading of
nature consolidated by the CPS was strongly supported by romantically-inspired philosophical and literary
figures of the nineteenth century including William Wordsworth, John Ruskin, and William Morris. Engaged
in diverse social and artistic projects, many of these figures shared a reverence toward nature in its power to
move, uplift and inspire great acts, and a conviction that social collectivity could be inspired through proper
engagement with such powers Aitchison et al. The influence of Ruskin â€” was particularly felt in this regard.
The disagreement between Ruskin and Mill is important: Ruskin opposed all forms of utilitarianism and the
laissez-faire economics inspired by Adam Smith and Thomas Malthus, which were important to liberal
thought of the day. Ruskin argued that economics was a redundant science if it did not take note of the human
spirit and human aspirations, and, through his works on ecology, art, architecture and social thought, espoused
a vision of the incorporation of social affections binding communities together into social institutions. They
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also channelled new ideas of natural process and dynamism from the sciences into the register of social
change. However, this influence points to an important tension in the aesthetic ambitions of the CPS. This
alliance of forces saw the dynamic conception of the material environment, popularised in recent schools of
vitalism, competing with an essentially anthropocentric view of the environment, derived from biblical
exegesis. Man [sic] was both of, and separate from, the created world.
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Art The exhibition American Folk Art: Presenting American folk art as part of a continuous artistic tradition
reaching back to the eighteenth century, it was the most comprehensive, illuminating display of the subject
held up to that time. In lectures he gave throughout the s, Holger Cahill often compared the work of Pickett, a
carpenter with no training in the painting trades, with that of Edward Hicks, trained as a coach and sign
painter. Loon decoy, American, nineteenth century. The best of the hand-whittled decoys are not so much
representations as abstract symbols. Though lent anonymously, all but two of the works on view were from
the collection of Abby Aldrich Rockefeller, wife of John D. Rockefeller had acquired most of her folk art
within the short span of the year before the exhibition. She became a folk art collector in a roundabout way:
Halpert began to offer folk as well as modern art-she and her partner Berthe Kroll Goldsmith, in partnership
with Cahill, formed the American Folk Art Gallery, which in took up a small space above the Downtown
Gallery. Abby Rockefeller then began to collect folk paintings and sculpture in earnest. Abby Aldrich
Rockefeller â€” , October A view of American Folk Art: Throughout the s Cahill had worked in various
capacities at the Newark Museum for the remarkably progressive library and museum director John Cotton
Dana â€” , who was a pioneer in finding art in everyday objects. In traveling throughout New England and the
Mid-Atlantic states to search out works for this and the succeeding show, American Folk Sculpture: The Work
of Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century Craftsmen, held at Newark from October 20, , through January 31, ,
Cahill acquired valuable knowledge of collectors, dealers, and other sources of folk art in those regions.
Rockefeller first choice of the best things that came in, and the Rockefeller collection benefited accordingly.
Both her art secretary, Elinor Robinson, and Cahill said that Abby made the decisions herself. This was due, in
part, to the fact that she had good advice, but it was due mainly to her taste, her enthusiasm and real love for
the material. Rockefeller collected just to make collections. Whatever she did in the field of art was based on
love, and on knowledge which she pursued with unending patience. Comparing this nineteenth-century
weather vane with contemporary sculpture, Cahill remarked: By the time Cahill was appointed acting director
of the Museum of Modern Art and proposed The Art of the Common Man as a companion to an already
scheduled exhibition of academic American art of the period to , Mrs. Rockefeller had amassed an outstanding
folk art collection. Opinions were divided on whether she should be named as the owner of the collection or
whether it should be shown anonymously. Halpert is opposed to [using my name] because she hopes to go on
selling me things. She thinks that the minute it is known I have a collection the price of Early American things
will go up. Conger Goodyear, president of the museum, thought so, too, but in the end the collection was
shown anonymously. With its impressive display of paintings, sculpture, and related objects, The Art of the
Common Man was the first show to introduce this hitherto forgotten and neglected, but vital, component of
the American artistic tradition to the greater American public. Cahill has had an especially enthusiastic
reception. Bust of an officer, American, probably Pennsylvania, â€” They are often better in design and color
and are among the most interesting examples of American polychromed small sculpture. Rockefeller 3rd
Fund, Inc. Rockefeller 3rd and members of the family. Colonial Williamsburg Collections, gift of the John D.
The exhibition opened with a black-tie reception on November 29, Edward Alden Jewell wrote in the Times:
It furnishes a vivid background and, together with biographical notes, makes much clearer to us today the
spirit that urged these largely anonymous artists to creation and the struggles they faced in their zealous
though for the most part untutored efforts. Put forth as art per seâ€¦it develops in the public mind an erroneous
impression, and tends not to elevate but to defame all art endeavor in the minds of those who think no farther
than to laugh at what has become so utterly unfamiliar. Baby in Red Chair, possibly Pennsylvania, â€” Oil on
canvas, 22 by 15 inches. The Preacher, Indiana, c. Butternut and white pine, height 21 inches. Most American
folk sculpture was made to serve a useful purpose, according to Cahill. In its simplicity of convention, and its
combination of crude power, intimacy, and intensity, [The Preacher] is one of the most striking examples of
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American folk sculpture. Yet open-minded exhibition goers found much to appreciate in the works on view,
and occasionally encountered pieces they deemed remarkable. Cahill had found paintings by both Hicks and
Pickett during his folk art-hunting trips through Pennsylvania, and he considered these artists his personal
discoveries. Hicks was known locally in Bucks County, but he was otherwise little known until Cahill
introduced his work to a wider audience, first with Halpert through the American Folk Art Gallery, and then
through the inclusion of his paintings in the Common Man show. Today examples of his work bring millions
of dollars at auction. The knowledge was limited to what Hicks had learned in the carriage shop, but it was
clear and well-tried knowledge, solidly founded in tradition and not in theory. Hicks was an outstanding
example of the shop-trained artist-craftsman, having served a seven-year apprenticeship to learn the trade of
coach and ornamental painting. Of such training Cahill wrote: The vocation of the painter also had a good deal
to do with his style. House-painters and signpainters stuck to the flat colors and precision ofoutline which they
had learned in their trades. Carriage painters went in for conventionalized decoration. The Tilted Bowl by
Matilda A. Haviland â€” , probably Dutchess County, New York, c. Drawings, too, were included. That their
work was not the background for the development of American art as we know it today is one of the accidents
of our art history. The Art of the Common Man in America was a brilliant beginning. Whether or not there
was unanimous agreement on the importance of folk art in that story, the category could no longer be ignored.
In the more than eighty years since the Art of the Common Man, there has not been another folk-art exhibition
of such seminal importance. The illustrations for this article have been chosen from among those Holger
Cahill selected for illustration in the catalogues to his two Newark exhibitions and the Common Man
exhibition and that he discussed in the texts of the exhibition catalogues and in the many lectures he gave on
the subject of folk art during the s. Miller to Mabel Swan, July 15, , D. Both women sometimes went folk-art
foraging for the AFAG alone, as well. Conger Goodyear to Mrs. Holger Cahill continued to advise, collect for,
and work with Abby Rockefeller on her folk art collection after the close of the Common Man show, and he
helped her select more than objects from her collection to lend to Colonial Williamsburg. These objects,
accompanied by a brochure Cahill wrote, went on exhibit at the Ludwell Paradise House in Williamsburg in
March Collecting American Folk Art â€”
5: Symposium: Revisiting 19th-Century American Political Economy | Bowdoin News Archive
Revisiting 19th Century Shanghai in Color 1 7 Share Tweet. When English photographer William Saunders entered the
city of Shanghai in , the first thing he did was to establish one of the very first photography studios in the city.

6: Revisiting Dreyfus: Fake News and Alternative Facts in the Nineteenth Century
Downloaded by [University of Cape Town Libraries] at 12 November I Twenty years ago James Sturgis wrote an article
for the Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History entitled, 'Anglicisation at the Cape of Good Hope in the Early
Nineteenth Century'.8 He defined anglicisation as 'the assimilation of Afrikaners into a.

7: Project MUSE - Revisiting the Nineteenth-Century Marketplace, and the Chinese Community in Moulme
In late nineteenth-century France, the rapidly developing, technologically advanced mass press had taken root like
nowhere else. Fueled by an increasingly literate public, looser laws on freedom of expression, and a competitive
marketplace, the number of newspapers multiplied.
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"Irish Titan, Irish Toilers is a superlative labour history of Rhode Island at a formative stage in the industrialization of
America. Its mid-century experience was fueled by an endless stream of impoverished Irish immigrants who often
violently resisted discrimination and who kept alive memories of childhood pain and grievance for a distant time and
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